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Abstract—This paper presents the use of virtual reality in the context of remote control. Virtual reality may be used in a classical manner in order to simulate the behavior of a system, but also in parallel with the real system in order to improve the quality of the control, making it possible to deal with time delays induced by the network. Our proposal may be applied to various fields such as robotics, measurements systems, industrial applications or domotics.

I. VIRTUAL REALITY AND REMOTE CONTROL

One of the aims of virtual reality is to reproduce real environments and to immerse human beings in order to train them. The built environments have to be as close to reality as possible, in order to give user the feeling of a real situation. Virtual environments generally offer a 3D vision through immersive rooms or through helmet with virtual retinal display. They collect information from the user via sensors and they provide ways to interact with the help of force feedback mechanisms, gloves or other specific devices.

Remote control tends to provide to human beings the feeling of ubiquity, while acting on a remote system with the help of networks and computers, for example in the fields of remote robotics [4], measurements devices [12], home automation systems [9] or industrial web [6]. These systems provide the distant user, information about their state, through sensor values (position, temperature ...), video images or specific messages. These information are transported via networks (from LAN to WAN, with various technologies: Ethernet, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth...) to user displays, generally 2D screens. End user, also, may be able to send commands, through keyboard or mouse clicks, to controlled systems and to see their effects. In such environments, user is supposed to have (or to creat) a mental model of the system he is controlling, in order to understand the provided information and to be able to send the right commands. User is also supposed to be able to take into account time delays due to the network.

In this work, we experiment the use of virtual reality in the context of remote control. One of the first interest is to provide the user a 3D environment of the remote workplace offering him different points of view through virtual cameras. A second interest is to be able to simulate the whole system in order to train future users. But the main advantage of using virtual reality in the field of remote control is to superpose information coming from the real system and information coming from simulation in order to compensate or to anticipate delays induced by the network. This leads to represent on the same environment, different times with a concept of Time Projection. Enriching the user environment will offer a better accuracy and a better quality of experiment for the user.

Section 2 will introduce some usages of virtual reality in the context of remote control. Then in section 3, we will present development framework we used, in order to realize the experiments described in section 4. The latter will also describe in detail the Time Projection Concept we propose. Next section will conclude and open new directions.

II. AUGMENTED AND VIRTUAL REALITY FOR REMOTE CONTROL

Virtual reality has a wide range of applications. A selection is made here to those that, according to us, could be useful for remote control.

• A first field of usage of virtual reality is the simulation of real world(s). A typical example is that of flight simulators, to train pilots to specific situations and to make them learn the behaviours to adopt in critical cases. In such environments, pilots control a virtual plane inside a "real" cabin and get in real time the feeling of being inside a real plane through screens and cabin movements. Other less complicated environments have been developed for training people. [11] describes one for firemen in order to present them a situation in 3D and to offer them a way to choose the right strategy to fight a fire. In this case, users get information through screens and interact with the environment through a keyboard and a mouse.

In both cases, the real world and users’s actions are simulated. Users are immersed in a virtual reality scene, but they are not connected to a real world, which means that their mistakes have no consequence. It’s also important to note that the simulated environment reacts in real-time to users’s command and that no bias is introduced due to communication delays.

• In the field of remote robotics or measurements devices, users generally get information from the remote system through blackboard and often live video cameras [4].
These cameras are put in specific places (as far as the controlled robot is not a mobile one evolving in a large environment) and are giving views of the "interesting" parts of the scene. Users take into account these visual information to proceed their tasks.

The experiences we made with students for the control of a 5 Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) robot [5], showed that these information were not sufficient for beginners, because the video camera provides only a 2D vision of a 3D scene. The use of two video cameras (one in front, one at the top) and the gain of experience, improve the control but is not still sufficient to be accurate (see figure 1).

![Testbed Image](image)

The interest of virtual reality in this case, is to offer different points of view of the scene, as virtual cameras can be place anywhere. Of course, robot’s environment has to be known as much as possible. The confrontation of real images and virtual images may help the operator to take the right decisions.

[7] also presents a multimodal interface for controlling a robot arm via the web. The interface presents in two different frames, real images and virtual images to the user. Virtual images come from a prediction module that simulates a virtual robot equivalent to the real one. User can choose to send commands to both robots or only to the virtual one.

- Virtual reality is also used to mix and superpose, real and virtual information on the same display: one speaks then about augmented reality. In the domain of remote robotics, augmented reality has been used for example in Arity [10]. This demonstration platform aims to control a 3 DOF robot, capable to pick and place objects. First of all, it provides a wire frame drawing of the test bed. More it may help user achieving predefined tasks, while giving him virtual guides he has to respect to reach his objectives. Augmented reality is used here to show an environment and to constrain user’s actions.

The augmented reality approach may help in the context of remote control to provide users on one hand more information on the system they want to control and on the other hand to limit their possibilities in order to respect, for example, security constraints.

Previous examples present the interest of using virtual reality in the context of remote control. More, while using a remote system, user has to keep in mind that the network will introduce delays. These can be very small if the network has good properties (in terms of latency) and distances are small. But, in other cases, delays may be longer and the connection may even be lost. In the first case (delays), virtual reality may be used to show the user what will happen in the future while simulating the system’s behaviour with some time shift. It may help users to anticipate system reaction. In the second case (lost of connection), the virtual model may inform the user about the status of the “un-controlled” system and vice-versa. The quality of the system’s model will be then important.

We will present this usage in virtual reality in section 4. Section 3 first will introduce the software environment we used for creating our virtual world.

III. DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

The framework used for this work is called ARéVi [1], where A.Ré.Vi. stands for Atelier de Réalité Virtuelle, literally "Virtual Reality Toolkit". It is a C++ library under the GNU LGPL, for the simulation of autonomous entities and 3D rendering. Its goal is to provide a tool set to simplify the creation of virtual reality applications. Among other features, it provides: 3D objects representation, user interaction, scheduling of activities’ entities, and inter-entities communication...

The main technical advantages of ARéVi are its garbage collector, its OpenGL graphic engine, its multi-agent approach and its plug-ins mechanism.

The garbage collector lightens the programmer’s workload by managing the memory. Though not as efficient as the latest "Direct X 10 compliant" graphic engine, ARéVi’s graphic engine does its job properly. Particle, transparency, textures, basic shapes… are as much features that it can handle. Moreover, it is quite easy to manage.

Conceived for multi-agent based applications, ARéVi includes some much needed functionality. Communication and delay based scheduled activation are then present. Another interest of ARéVi is that if a functionality came to be missing, it is possible to make it a plug-in to reuse it easily. For instance:

- ArWidget that enables on-screen movable widgets,
- ArAudioVideoRecorder that offers the possibility to create a video file (via ffmpeg) from the screen display,
- hLib that enables rigid skeleton animation,
• ArPhysics that interfaces ARéVi with an external physical engine.

The version of ArPhysics used is based on the Open Dynamics Engine[13]. ODE is an open source physical engine under the BSD Licence. It is aimed to be a high performance library for simulating rigid body dynamics. This is a platform independent, quite simple to use and mature C++ API. ArPhysics implementation is still incomplete, as some functionalities aren’t interfaced yet. For instance, cylinders are not fully supported, while boxes and spheres do work fine. So goes for the absence of grip, and some few other parameters. However, almost everything useful for a physical engine functions: gravity, contact and forces computation, and so on.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The framework presented in this paper is alike those described in [3] and [8]). It is a generic robot simulator, at the exception that the approach is more focused on time apprehension. Here, the goal is not only to compensate delay, but also to try to abstract this constraint.

A. Modelled Robots

For the experiments, two robots have been modelled.

The first one is a 5 DOF robot arm : Ericc. Its purpose was to put in place the modelling system, and to work around collision avoidance. The other one is a small mobile one : Miabot. The experiments made with this robot, tent to extend the modelling system, and to work on anticipation.

![Fig. 2. Real (left) and virtual (right) Ericc (top) and Miabot (bottom) robots](image)

As pictured by Figure 2, virtual models are simpler than real one. ARéVi is able to display more complex image than this. It is a choice to minimize the amount of information displayed: since the same scene might be displayed two to three times, it lowers resources consumption and increases the understanding.

Each robot has been described through an XML file, containing its geometric shape and its characteristics. This file defines whether the robot can move, can be pushed, can rotate on itself, or how it is articulated. It also defines its mass and other physical parameters. If the robot is articulated, the shape describes each joint, with its constraints, properties, and attached parts. The shape is a combination of parts (facultative) in a part used as reference. Each part is either a box, a cylinder, a cone, or a sphere, with properties such as colour, texture, positions...

B. The Time Projection Concept

The main novelty in this work is the Time Projection Concept. It relies on the idea that, to improve the quality of the control of a remote system, it is necessary to compensate latency induced by the network. This idea can also be founded in [2], which describes Predictive Interactive Graphical Interface (PIGI) to control NASA’s robot.

![Fig. 3. Transmission delays](image)

Figure 3 represents an user sending an order to a remote robot. The user sends the order at a time $t_1$. The order travels to the robot, and reaches it at time $t_2$. User at time $t_3$, will get information from the robot through video images, sounds or a blackboard.

To "hide" the delay, the test environment may be "virtualized" and orders sent to the real robot can be also send to a virtual one. In this case, the virtual robot will be in advance of $\Delta t$ time units ($\Delta t = t_2 - t_1$). One can also delay orders sent to the virtual robot of $\Delta t$ time units, to present user an estimated view of the robot. Moreover, orders may also be played faster in the virtual environment (as example, increasing the movement’s speed) to be in advance of a predefined number of time units compared to the real system.

These different views may also be presented to user simultaneously to provide him more information. This need, while building the virtual environment, to use the Time Projection Concept.

The Time Projection Concept tries to give the user benefit from all solutions: reliability of a response driven simulation, coherence of a lag-compensating simulation and predictability of an advance-lag simulation. Instead of simulating a scene (robot & environment), projections are simulated. A projection is a portion of space (the scene) coupled with a clock (the
delay). For instance, a lag compensating simulation is a projection, which clock advances from "lag time" units.

The use of time projection is double. Firstly, the projection is related to a scene at a specific moment. This moment evolves independently from the real time’s flow. This means, if the simulation is correct, two projections of the same scene (at different time) must be identical when their clocks are the same (at the same instant). This special relation to the time authorizes to benefits various speed evolution, thus easing the evolution’s representation to the user.

Secondly, the simulation should display not a single, but as many as needed projections. Each projection being related to a specific moment, it is possible to display as many moments as wanted. Therefore the simulation can display at the same time several “instants”, for example: the known, the estimated and the anticipated situations.

C. Tests

The Time Projection Concept has been used with our two robots, in order to test its interest.

1) Ericc, robot arm: Ericc is a 5 DOF robot arm, with a gripper. At the exception of this last part, not modelled, this robot has been described via an XML file and a few lines of code to exploit the interaction. Each articulation is controllable independently, with respect to its constraints (axes, angle). The control can be made through a sliding-bar widget, to intuitively move the model, or by specifying the order directly (example: RA1,90 which means rotating articulation 1 of 90 degrees).

To control this robot a "move and wait" strategy is used. It means, that from a stopped position, user will specify the next target position. The robot will reach its new position and then stop. Then user will fix a new target and so on.

The user will see on his display a view of the actual robot’s position and, with the help of sliders that control joints, will indicate the target position (figures 4A and 5A). The first interest of virtual reality in this case is that the user can easily and precisely indicate the desired position with the help of virtual cameras.

Then, while pressing the "start" button, orders will be send to the real robot and to the virtual environment. Using the Time Projection Concept, two virtual robots will be displayed on the screen of the user: a first one that will represent the estimated position of the real robot (time delay = ∆t1, estimated by computing ∆t/2) and a second one that will represent the anticipated position of the real robot (time delay = ∆t1 + θ, where θ is a constant chosen by the user), as shown figures 4B and 5B.

The interest of the estimated position is to give users an idea of what happens really in "actual time": users do not have to wait ∆t/2. It also may be fruitfully used if the network connection is broken, to have an idea of what’s happen in non-longer controlled environment...

The interest of the anticipated position is to see in advance, if something wrong will or will not happen, as a collision (figures 4C and 5C). Indeed, users will perceive θ time units in advance the position of the robot and is then able to send an emergency stop if necessary (figures 4D and 5D).

2) Miabot, mobile robot: Miabot is a small mobile robot moving in a closed area [14]. Users get information on his position with the help of a live video camera. Its shape is basic (a cube), and therefore the virtual model didn’t need specific analyses. It is described by an XML, and a few lines of code to enable user interaction. It can move forward or backward and turn left or right. These movements can be ordered by 4 buttons + a stop one. If the mobile is moving while an order to turn is given, the two movements are combined, and reciprocally. If a behaviour (moving or turning) is ordered while already in use, only this order will remain executed.

The "move and wait" strategy may also be used in domotic, where being able to represent an estimated situation and an anticipated situation may certainly be useful. In this case, the value of θ could be adjust to minutes or hours, depending on what effect user want to anticipate.
Fig. 6. Miabot’s mission

The figure 6 described a mission a user would like to achieve. The robot is moving straight on and it has to turn to pass a door, represented by the two diamonds on the scheme. User has to decide when to press the turn right button which is not obvious if he only gets information from the camera. Parallax and distortion problems are the first pitfalls and of course the delays induced by the network.

Use of virtual reality may easily solve the two first problems while using virtual cameras. For the last problem, Time Projection Concept may be used. User will be displayed the latter in advance of estimated position of the robot and an anticipated position (figure 7B). The latter is in advance of Δt time units and corresponds to the position where the robot will receive an order if the user sends it now. In fact, user will concentrate on the anticipated virtual robot to control the real one (figure 7C and D).

Fig. 7. Virtual Miabot(s) in Arévi

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the interest of virtual reality for remote control. Virtual reality may help users to have a better view and understanding of the remote system they want to control. It also may be used to compensate delays induced by the networks while using our Time Projection concept.

We present our framework and two realizations done with robots, with two different remote control schemes (move and wait and continuous) and the advantage of using virtual reality in both cases. This work may be applied to other domain, such as measurement systems, as soon as they are remotely operated.

In the future, we also like to improve the interest of our approach with end-users to estimate gains realized while using the Time Projection Concept. We also have to work on the synchronization between the real world and the virtual world, what is rather simple to achieve with a move and wait strategy and much more difficult for a continuous one. We also would like to be able to propose a generic model for all kind of ubiquitous applications.
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